Many tasks in open surgery, laparoscopic and micro- surgery need one or several assistants e.g. to hold a suction tube to clear blood, direct the camera in laparoscopic surgery and push organs aside. In microsurgery, delicate tissues should be held during long intervals in a fixed position for suturing, which is difficult for humans. If the assistant holding the camera is novice or unfamiliar with the surgeon, the assistant can often have problems in positioning it appropriately in the 3D space, may be confused with the fulcrum effect and suffer from fatigue[@b1]. In laparoscopic surgery, some types of suture require three instruments in addition to the camera. The third instrument is operated by an assistant to hold the thread and improve knot stability. We envision that a robotic arm under the surgeon's control could enable him or her to carry out many tasks alone. This could for example facilitate the suturing process as all three instruments would be controlled by the same brain, which may ensure more coherent movements than by collaborating with an assistant. In addition, this will reduce the physical burden on the assistants involved in tasks demanding high precision, high force and/or minimum possible tremor. Finally solo surgery operations are less costly[@b2]. Surgical team members have to maintain sterile hands and gloves. Apart from direct operational assistance, an unsterile arm may be useful for the surgical team to touch and manipulate unsterile objects in the operating room without infecting their hands e.g. adjusting the parameters of a device through pushing its buttons. Also in emergency situations, with reduced availability of surgical staff, a surgeon with a robotic arm under his or her control may be capable of performing a surgery with fewer human assistants.

The idea of having a robotic arm helping humans in the operating room is not new. Camera holders are among the most common robotic surgical assistant devices. They are either motion controlled (e.g. EndoAssist by head motion tracking[@b3][@b4][@b5]), voice activated (e.g. AESOP[@b6] and Image Tracking System[@b7]), or simply commanded by a joystick (e.g. LapMan[@b8]). It has been shown that robotic camera holders can replace the human camera holder and may be more convenient to the surgeon[@b7]. Positioning of passive camera holders, such as TISKA developed in 1999, by the surgeon who adjusts it using one hand and locked or unlocked by a foot switch[@b9], have been reported as more time consuming but more comfortable compared to human assistants[@b10]. Providing the surgeon with direct control on the cameras position in laparoscopic surgery improves the surgeon's ability to perform explorative and manipulative tasks[@b11]. In AESOP, the foot control is faster with less operator-interface failure, but the voice control is more accurate[@b12]. However, subjects learned to work with the foot control faster than with voice control.

A good control of a robotic assistant will cause minimal distraction to the user. Ideally, the robotic arm should be perceived by the surgeon as a supernumerary limb that can be commanded as intuitively as the natural limbs. The first evidence that the perceptual illusion of owning an artificial hand could be induced, was provided by the rubber hand illusion in 1998[@b13]. New studies about the rubber hand illusion show that congruent mapping between the real and artificial hands is necessary for developing sense of ownership towards the rubber hand[@b14], and the morphological similarities between the tool and the body part favours the induced embodiment[@b15]. Even a mechanical hand made of wires can result in a sense of embodiment, although the effect is not as strong as that of a realistic rubber hand[@b16]. The literature suggests that parallel to development of sense of ownership towards the rubber hand, the sense of ownership towards the real hand decreases[@b17]. Other studies show that while multiple supernumerary limbs can be incorporated into the bodily image (i.e., the sense of ownership towards the supernumerary limb), only one can be included in the body schema (i.e., the ability to control the supernumerary limb)[@b18][@b19]. Bodily perception can be experimentally modified through visual cues, functional adaptation and embodiment of tools and prostheses[@b20][@b21]. Research proves the plasticity of the human brain not only to master the use of external tools but also to reshape the body representation[@b22].

Previous studies have proven the feasibility of solo surgery although new strategies are required for better control of the robotic assistive devices and for increasing their precision[@b23]. We propose the use of the foot and leg for controlling a third robotic arm not only for positioning a camera in laparoscopic surgery but also for doing other simple tasks such as retracting an organ or holding the thread in suturing[@b24]. Evidence from car driving, playing musical instruments such as percussion, etc. suggest that it is possible to use the foot for relatively complex tasks and with little distraction. We note that, although our final goal is to develop a third robotic arm application for surgical tasks, the results of the present study may be used in other fields that can potentially benefit from additional limbs. Supernumerary arms may be useful in industrial applications e.g. holding a heavy drill to decrease the physical burden on the worker[@b25]. Also supernumerary fingers can enhance the functionality of the hand in tasks that are usually too difficult to be carried out by one hand e.g. grasping a large object or taking the lid off a jar[@b26].

The state of the art in cognitive neuroscience research suggests that it is possible to develop a sense of ownership towards a supernumerary limb. However, it is not at all clear whether using three hands (two biological hands plus a robotic arm) improves the performance compared to using two hands in a demanding task. It is also important to assess the users' preference for different possible control strategies with two or three hands. The present study aims at investigating such questions. An experiment is designed in virtual reality in which the same task is performed with two virtual hands vs. with three virtual hands. The third hand is controlled by tracking foot movements. The functional differences in limb usage in two handed and three handed scenarios are investigated. The performance of the subjects and the physical and mental burden of the tasks are compared. The learning curves of the participants, their sense of ownership towards the third hand and the ease of control of the third hand are analysed.

Results
=======

The experiment consists of catching three virtual falling polygons once using two hands (2 h) that mimic the movements of the two real hands of the user, and another time using three hands (3 h); the third hand is controlled by the foot. In the 2 h scenario, the left hand can catch the left and middle objects while the right hand is able to catch the right and middle objects. In the 3 h scenario, left and right hands can only catch the left and right objects respectively while the middle object can only be caught by the foot controlled virtual hand. The target zone is a circle centred at the centre of the falling object and with a diameter equal to the polygon's smallest edge. Left and right hands can catch an object by pinching inside the target zone, however, the foot-controlled hand should only get inside the zone to catch. Each experiment involves three game rounds. The objects' falling speed is doubled in the second and third rounds compared to their respective previous round. The experimental setup and paradigm are explained in detail in the Methods section.

The results are presented for the average performance of all the participants as well as left- and right-handed subjects. No significant difference between females' and males' performance was detected in any of the measures analysed below, thus we do not differentiate the subjects according to their sex in the following. Subjects' performance is assessed through objective measures of efficiency, workspace, smoothness, velocity, limb's simultaneous action, number of pinches by each hand and effort. [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} presents a summary of average objective performance measures over all the participants in the total time spent in each of the 2 h and 3 h scenarios. Each measure will be presented in detail in this section.

Efficiency
----------

26 of the 35 subjects managed to finish the game with two hands and 25 subjects managed to finish the three hands game 3 h. The 2 h game was finished in 127 ± 7 s and the three handed one in 126 ± 9 s. Slightly fewer objects were lost in the 3 h scenario (3.8 ± 0.8 for the 2 h game vs. 3.5 ± 0.8 for 3 h). There are large individual performance differences among the subjects. In 2 h there was a direct relation between the increase in game's speed and the number of lost objects i.e. as the speed increased more objects were lost. However, there was no such relation in 3 h. In this paradigm, the performance got worse in the second game round compared to the first one but then improved in the third round. In the maximum speed condition, 46% less objects were lost in 3 h compared to 2 h.

Workspace
---------

It is useful, in the design of control interfaces, to know the comfortable workspace of the limbs with respect to each other and as a function of movement velocity. Right-handed participants used the right hand for catching the middle object in 63 ± 6% of the cases and left-handed participants used the left hand in 69 ± 11% of the cases. In the three-handed game, different subjects had quite different strategies in moving their limbs. Some moved their limbs in a rectangular space, whereas others performed actions with minimal movements resulting in nearly linear workspaces ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

The distance travelled decreased as game speed increased, both in the lateral and anterior directions for every limb ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The *workspace* of each limb is defined as the smallest rectangle containing all the paths of that limb. The size of the workspace was negatively correlated with the falling speed of the objects such that the workspace decreased of half when the velocity was doubled in each game round ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the average cumulative distance travelled over subjects for each limb and each game round. The distance the hands travelled decreases linearly through the game rounds, but for the foot the distance travelled remains almost constant from the second to the third game round.

Smoothness
----------

The smoothness of the movements of each limb was quantified using the spectral arc length metric (η~sal~)[@b27]. It was independent of the sex and dominant hand of the subjects. [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} presents the average smoothness of the limbs' movements over the subjects in the three game rounds. On average over all subjects, the smoothness improved 45% in the second and third game rounds with respect to the previous round. In the first round, the foot was more jerky, however it improved in subsequent rounds with a value similar to the hand in only three rounds (left hand: −10.25, right hand: −11.40, foot: −12.49).

Velocity
--------

Subjects were free to use each of their hands to catch the middle object in 2 h, consequently the hands' speed depends on the hand's choice. However, in 3 h subjects are constrained to use each of their three limbs (two hands and one foot) for catching a specific object. The results of [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} show that the difference between limbs' velocities became larger as the game speed increased in consecutive game rounds for both left and right-handed subjects. Over all subjects, the average velocities of two hands were not noticeably different (right hand: 2.9 ± 0.7 cm/s, left hand: 3 ± 0.9 cm/s). The foot was faster (4.2 ± 0.9 cm/s) but the velocity difference among the limbs was not significant.

Limbs' action
-------------

In the two-handed game, the *simultaneous action* (defined as the time during which both hands are moving simultaneously) increased constantly through game rounds from 23% to 44% of the total time of the game. In the three-handed experiment there was less simultaneous movement between one of the hands and the leg than between the two hands ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Also, on average for all subjects, in 34% of the total time none of the limbs were moving.

The mean time percentage of periods of simultaneous movements during the whole game and over the participants for each combination of two limbs was: right hand-left hand: 18.5%, left hand-foot: 11%, right hand-foot: 9.7%, both hands and the foot: 5.3%. Males and females had almost the same rate of simultaneous movement between the limbs with a maximum difference of 2.8% in any combination. A remarkable characteristic is that over the game rounds the proportion of simultaneous movements for foot and either hand or with the two hands increased monotonically. On average over all the subjects, this increase was 74% from the first to the second round, which is a significant difference (p \< 0.02, z = −2.4197, rank sum test) and 19% from the second to the third round, which is not significant.

The number of pinches for catching objects decreased with increasing speed. Left-handed subjects pinched significantly more with their left hand (p \< 0.03, z = 2.25, rank sum test) compared to right-handed subjects. Both groups pinched more with their dominant hand compared to the non-dominant hand. 52 ± 5% of pinches in the two handed scenario and 58 ± 6% of them in the three handed one are done in the target area i.e. over the object.

The histogram of the instance of action initiation of each limb shows that all the limbs moved within 10 seconds from the start of the game ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). In most cases the foot was the last limb that moved. However, there is no systematic order in the limbs' movements, i.e., the different limbs move in parallel rather than serially.

Effort
------

We define effort as the work per mass. This measure gives insight into the amount of consumed energy in each of the two handed and three handed experimental strategies and it can be used as a metric of performance efficiency. Work is defined in Eq.[1](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In this equation, the parameters are defined as follows: *W*: work, *F*: force, m: mass, *s*: displacement, : acceleration, *t*~*0*~: the time at which the game starts, *t*~*e*~: the time at which the game ends.

By discretising Eq.[1](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, work per mass (effort) can be derived as a function of displacement (*Δs*~*i*~) in each time step *(Δt* = 0.2 s) as presented in Eq.[2](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The summation is over the sampling period starting at *t*~*0*~ (*i* = 1) and ending at *t*~*e*~ (*i* = n).

The average work per mass of the two and three handed scenarios were similar, with a small difference of 3%. [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} presents the work performed in each game round and control strategy. In the second game round, the effort in the three handed scenario was 16% larger than that of the two handed scenario but the difference was not significant. In the third and faster game round the work per mass of the three handed scenario was 30% less than that of the two handed one which is a significant difference (p \< 0.001, z = 3.4381, rank sum test).

Subjective assessment
---------------------

[Figure 8a](#f8){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the results of the questionnaire about the three handed control strategy over all the subjects. The differences between the responses of those who started the experiment with the two handed game and those who started with the three handed one are reported along with the global results ([Fig. 8b](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). To obtain a more accurate comparison between the two groups, the data from each question were standardised using an ipsatization procedure. Ipsatized data account for uniform response biases[@b28], i.e. participants' answers will be ranked according to their personal understanding of the rating scale. It was calculated by subtracting the mean rating of all the responses of a subject from each of his or her responses and dividing it by the standard deviation of the subject's responses in all the questions. It is indicated in the text wherever the ipsatized data is reported.

Subjects found it natural to control three hands simultaneously (Q1, mean response: 5.5 on the range \[1,7\] with 4 as mid-range value). Those who started with the three handed game found it more natural to control the third hand by foot compared to those who started from the two handed one but the difference is not significant. It has also been easy for the subjects to control the third hand by foot (Q2, mean response: 5.7). Those who started with the three handed game found it slightly easier. Participants were not confused by the number of tasks they had to perform at the same time with three virtual hands (Q3, mean response: 2.4, where 1 = least confusion). Those who started with the three handed game have reported slightly less confusion (not significant), indicating that doing the same task with two hands did not result in participants feeling more comfortable in the three handed strategy. Physical and mental burdens are low (under 2.5) for the whole sample (Q4 and Q5).

Participants were almost neutral about having sense of ownership towards the third hand (Q6, mean response: 4.6). However, those who started with the three handed experiment had an average ipsatized response of 0.66 which is significantly higher (p \< 0.004, t = −3.1765, t-test) compared to those who started with the two handed game with an average ipsatized response of −0.06. Not only do these results indicate that performing a task with two hands before the three handed experiment does not help the participant feel more comfortable in the three handed game, but it also produces an unwanted reference which negatively influences the user's perception of the three handed task.

Subjects did not feel that their foot was turning into the third arm (Q7). Mean answer for all the participants to the corresponding question is 4.2, indicating that the sense of ownership towards the third hand is not as a replacement of an existing limb (here the foot) but it is perceived as a virtual supernumerary limb. Answers to the control question were independent of the succession of the games and it was almost neutral (Q8, mean response: 4.3), illustrating that subjects did not feel that their real hands were turning into virtual limbs. We expected negative or neutral answers to this question indicating that subjects have not answered the questions in a random manner.

The comparative questionnaire revealed that the three-handed game was better accepted in every sense ([Fig. 9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}). 69% of the participants found the three handed game easier for catching three objects and 77% preferred the three handed strategy for this game indicating that if a task demands more than two hands, subjects are willing to use more hands to perform the task. 29% of subjects found the two handed game physically more tiring, 20% reported that the three handed game was more tiring and 51% thought none of the games were tiring. 43% of participants thought the two handed game was mentally tiring, 34% thought three handed game was mentally tiring and 23% said that none of the games were mentally tiring. The responses to the last two questions suggest that the added effort for catching the middle object with one of the two hands is mentally and physically more demanding. The smaller physical and mental burden for the three-handed game also explains why it is preferred and found easier.

Discussion
==========

An experimental study was conducted to analyse and compare humans' performance in doing a demanding task with two or with three hands. The experiment was carried out in virtual reality where the third hand was controlled by the right foot. The virtual hands were controlled by motion of the real hands and the foot tracked by two Kinect cameras[@b29].

Previous studies have typically investigated the factors influencing the bimanual or one hand and one foot coordination[@b30][@b31]. To our knowledge, the present study is the first on bimanual versus three handed manipulation performance in which the two hands and one foot perform similar tasks simultaneously and independently.

The two hands moved at similar velocities on average, while the foot always moved faster than the hands. This shows that the foot interface should compensate for the faster and more jerky foot movements in order to control a robotic arm with the same speed characteristics as biological arms. This ultimately may help coordination of the three arms. The three limbs were moved simultaneously in less than 10% of the time through the game rounds. This shows that performing three independent tasks with three limbs is not achievable within a few minutes of practice and it is not the best approach to multi-limb applications. The two hands had more simultaneous movement compared to one hand and one foot. Ipsilateral hand and foot had the least simultaneous movement among all the possible combinations of the limbs. It is known that ipsilateral limbs have the most inaccurate simultaneous movements in opposite directions[@b32]. We believe this is the reason they were voluntarily less likely to be chosen for simultaneous actions in our experiment. Interestingly, the time in which the foot was used together with one or the two hands increased uniformly over the game rounds. Although the task in this experiment can be completed by sequential movement of the limbs, more objects could be caught by simultaneous usage of limbs. The increase in simultaneous movements through the game rounds proves that subjects adopted a more efficient strategy within a few minutes of practice. Limbs started their movement simultaneously i.e. there was no preference in the sequence of moving the limbs for the first time in the game. A previous study on dual, driving like, simultaneous and independent task of the two hands and one foot has shown that attention to concurrent reaching with hands and foot pedal tracking is flexibly allocated based on task structure and priority[@b33]. The present study shows that proposing carrying out the same task for the limbs results in a parallel non-prioritised control of the limbs. The working space as well as the distance travelled by each limb were inversely proportional to the movement velocity in each game round. It shows that the more demanding the task, the more attention is devoted to performance efficiency i.e. minimizing the path between the hand and the target object. The participants used different performance strategies; some of them actively moved their limbs through the game, while others tended to optimize their performance by minimizing their movements. The individual differences are also illustrated in the subjects' efficiency e.g. the number of caught objects, the time required to complete the game and the pinching accuracy. As a result, a global instructional program for using the third hand should be backed up with a study on the performance of a large sample to make it suitable for every user.

On average over all the participants and conditions, there was no significant performance difference between the two control strategies. However, at maximum game speed, objects were lost twice as frequently in the two-handed as in the three handed game. This shows that the three-handed control is more effective once the task becomes more demanding. A previous study on hands-foot coordination in gaming, reports less cognitive burden in independent tasks[@b34], however they proposed different tasks for the hands and the foot. Subjective assessment in the current study, which consists of independent but similar tasks for all the limbs, shows that participants found the three handed control strategy natural and were not confused by the paradigm. They found it easier to play the game with three hands and preferred this strategy, reporting less physical and mental burden. The preference of the control paradigm did not depend on the effort used in each strategy, as the effort was almost the same for both.

Two minutes of practice was not enough for developing the sense of ownership towards the third hand. In our previous experiment with three different virtual games[@b35], we observed that the sense of ownership towards the third hand improved constantly through the games. Also, performing different types of three handed tasks may enhance the ownership. Comparing the performance of the participants in that experiment and the one presented in this paper, we can see that in the previous experiment only an average of 1.5 objects were missed in each game whereas in the current experiment an average of 3.5 objects were missed. The average required time for completing the same game in the previous experiment was 9% less compared to the current experiment. These results highlight the effect of practice. The performance of participants improved significantly once they received a few minutes of practice with other games which needed three hands before they actually played the falling objects game.

In the current experiment, starting with the two handed game did not improve performance significantly relative to subjects who started directly with the three handed game. This indicates that performing the same task with two hands does not help in mastering the three hands paradigm.

The main limitations of this experiment are the sample group and the task type. Most of the subjects were students, thus younger than a typical surgeon and with an engineering background. Also the task is not comparable to a surgical manipulation. Therefore the present results cannot be applied directly to a surgical situation. Further testing will require involving surgeons and tasks closer to surgical gestures. However, it provides strong evidence of the usefulness of a third arm in demanding tasks from surgical to industrial application.

These preliminary results encourage us to address step by step the levels of growing complexity of manipulation. This might include embodiment of a third hand for positioning only (e.g. an endoscope, or holding an organ out of the way of the operation site), grasping with the third arm (e.g. a two fingered hand acting as a tweezer) and cooperation among different limbs. Each of these general steps has to be divided into more detailed scenarios with respective increased complexity.

Conclusion
==========

Hands-foot collaboration is widely used in tasks such as driving (vehicle control), playing certain musical instruments and more recently in gaming. However there is little published literature on the possibility of using a foot controlled supernumerary hand along with the two real hands for complex manipulation. This paper provided a comparison of performance during the same task carried out with two and three hands. The results show that in the selected three objects reaching task, subjects preferred to use three hands. They found it easier to complete the task with three hands and reported lower mental and physical burdens than when two hands were used. In fact, from the objective measure of caught objects, we learned that in the most demanding task (fastest game speed), the participants performed better with three hands. This suggests that a third arm can improve performance in applications that involve handling multiple tasks in a short period of time.

This study casts light on the users' approach to the three handed control as compared to the two handed one. The findings suggest a high potential in using the foot to become more autonomous in surgery as well as other fields.

Methods
=======

Experiment
----------

Thirty-five subjects with mean age 23 ± 5 years participated in the experiment. Thirteen were female and ten left-handed. The experiment was approved by the BMI Ethics Committee for Human Behavioural Research at EPFL and the methods were carried out in accordance with the approved guidelines. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects. The experiment was developed to investigate and compare the performance of participants in carrying out a demanding object grasping task using two distinct strategies: with two virtual hands (2 h) or with three virtual hands (3 h). All the subjects participated in both scenarios. 17 subjects started the grasping game with the 2 h strategy and then proceeded to the 3 h while 18 other participants started with 3 h and then proceeded to the 2 h, so that the influence of practice with one strategy or the other could be investigated ([Fig. 10](#f10){ref-type="fig"}).

Setup
-----

The experiment is designed as a virtual game played with two or three virtual hands. Two virtual hands move on a computer monitor according to the movements of the two real hands of the player, while the third virtual hand is controlled by the player's right foot, i.e. the third hand trajectory on the monitor corresponds to the foot's planar movement on the floor. Two Microsoft XBOX 360 Kinect© depth cameras are used, one for tracking the movements of the player's two hands and the other one for the foot. The software development kit (SDK) of the 3Gear Systems Company, which includes a library of predefined hand gestures, has been used to track the finger motions of the real hands. Each SDK supports only one camera, consequently a network of two PCs have to operate in parallel to render three virtual hands in real-time.

Paradigm
--------

A game has been implemented for the 2 h and 3 h-scenarios in which three polygons with different shapes falling from top to the bottom have to be caught before they reach the ground ([Fig. 11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}). The left and right objects can be caught by pinching with the corresponding (grey) hands while the middle object has to be *touched* with the foot controlled (yellow) virtual hand. An object is "touched" when the centre of gravity of the (yellow) virtual hand gets within a circular target zone of the centre of the falling rectangle, where the diameter of the target zone corresponds approximately to the width of the rectangle.

When an object is caught, it disappears and a new object starts falling from top. The screen is divided into three columns of equal width. Each object stays in its allocated column but it doesn't always fall from the same spot within its zone. This change in horizontal location forces the player to stay concentrated and active during the game. Each game has three rounds. In the first two rounds, if three samples of each object are caught, the next round starts with double falling speed compared to the previous round. In the last (fastest) round, if three samples of each object are caught, a win message will appear on the screen. In each round, if more than three samples from the same object are lost, the game will be over and a failure message appears on the screen.

In the 2 h paradigm, the left and right objects can be caught only with the respective hand while the middle object can be caught with either hand. The 3 h paradigm uses the translational movement of the right foot to control the third virtual hand. Three virtual hands appear on the screen that can catch three falling objects. The left and right objects are caught as in the 2 h experiment while the middle object can now only be caught by the third -- foot controlled -- virtual hand. In both scenarios, the user should pinch to catch the triangle and the hexagon. The rectangle object placed in the middle is "caught" when the virtual hand's palm comes over it (with no need of any special gesture).

Assessment
----------

In each game, the planar position of the virtual hands are recorded at a frequency of 5 Hz and the hands' movement velocity is then calculated. In addition, the time of pinches with the left and right hands are recorded. This is completed by a subjective assessment at the end of the three handed experiment through a questionnaire about different aspects of the control strategy, the sense of ownership towards the third hand, the perceived level of complexity of the task and the physical and mental burden of the game as described in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}. Each statement should be ranked in an ordered response Likert scale, from 1 (for "strong disagreement") to 7 (for "strong agreement"). Question 8 is a control question.

At the end of the whole experiment, subjects answer four questions on the two different games ([Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}). These questions compare the two games with respect to the ease of the games, the control strategies as well as their mental and physical burden.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The data sets are tested for normality using the Jarque-Bera test. The normally distributed data sets are compared using the t-test whereas the Wilcoxon rank sum test is used for comparison of non-normal independent sets with a significance level p \< 5%. The significant differences are reported wherever applicable. The applied method is presented in the text wherever applicable. The standard error of the mean (SEM) values are reported through the text and in the diagrams.
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![The second game round.\
(**a**) Some subjects moved their limbs within a rectangular workspace. (**b**) Some subjects moved their limbs in a linear manner.](srep21758-f1){#f1}

![(**a**) Limbs' travel distance in- Top: lateral and anterior directions, (**b**) Cumulative travelled distance of left hand, right hand and foot in the three game rounds of the three-handed game, (**c**) Workspaces of left hand, right hand and foot in the three game rounds of the three handed game.](srep21758-f2){#f2}

![Smoothness of the movements of each limb using the spectral arc length metric.](srep21758-f3){#f3}

![Left hand, right hand and foot velocities for right handed and left handed people in different game rounds.](srep21758-f4){#f4}

![Average individual and simultaneous action of the three limbs in three consecutive game rounds.](srep21758-f5){#f5}

![Histogram of the instance of action initiation of each limb across the participants.](srep21758-f6){#f6}

![Work performed in each game round in the two handed and three handed scenarios.](srep21758-f7){#f7}

![(**a**) Average response of all the participants to the questionnaire of [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}. 1: Strong disagreement, 7: Strong agreement (SEM is represented), (**b**) Ipsatized mean questionnaire ratings for those who started with 2 h and those who started with 3 h.](srep21758-f8){#f8}

![Average response of all participants to the comparative questionnaire.](srep21758-f9){#f9}

![Experimental design: 35 subjects participated in the experiment.\
17 of them stared with the 2 h and then performed the 3 h. 18 of them started with the 3 h and then performed the 2 h.](srep21758-f10){#f10}

![Catch the three falling objects.\
(**a**) Three handed strategy, each hand catches its corresponding object. The yellow virtual hand is controlled by the right foot. (**b**) Two handed strategy. The middle object can be caught by the left or the right hand.](srep21758-f11){#f11}

###### A summary of average objective measures of performance assessment over all the participants in the time spent in each task (2 h: two handed experiment, 3 h: three handed experiment).

                                                              Total time for successful completion of the game (s)      Number of objects lost during the game                          
  -------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------------------
  Efficiency                                     *2* *h*                             127 ± 7                                          3.8 ± 0.8                                         
  *3* *h*                                        126 ± 9                            3.5 ± 0.8                                                                                           
                                                                                  **Left hand**                                     **Right hand**                     **Foot**         
  Workspace (cm^2^)                              *2* *h*    Depends on the hand choice for caching the middle object.                                                                   
  *3* *h*                                       205 ± 25                            179 ± 24                                           231 ± 26                                         
  Travelled distance (cm)                        *2* *h*    Depends on the hand choice for caching the middle object.                                                                   
  *3* *h*                                       442 ± 30                            466 ± 25                                           555 ± 32                                         
  Smoothness (η~sal)~                            *2* *h*                             −22 ± 2                                           −20 ± 1                            ---           
  *3* *h*                                        −21 ± 2                             −22 ± 2                                           −29 ± 4                                          
  Velocity (cm/s)                                *2* *h*                            4.8 ± 0.3                                         5.5 ± 0.5                           ---           
  *3* *h*                                        3 ± 0.9                            2.9 ± 0.7                                         4.2 ± 0.9                                         
                                                                             **Left & Right hands**                              **Left hand & Foot**            **Right hand & Foot**   **Left hand & Right hand & Foot**
  Limbs' simultaneous action time percentage     *2* *h*                             33 ± 3%                                             ---                              ---                           ---
  *3* *h*                                        13 ± 2%                             6 ± 1%                                             4 ± 1%                          5 ± 1%          
                                                                                  **Left hand**                                     **Right hand**                                      
  Number of pinches                              *2* *h*                             62 ± 10                                           61 ± 11                                          
  *3* *h*                                        39 ± 6                              42 ± 5                                                                                             
  Effort (J/kg)                                  *2* *h*                            3.7 ± 0.6                                                                                           
  *3* *h*                                       3.6 ± 0.7                                                                                                                               

###### Questionnaire statements for the three handed paradigm.

       Questionnaire statements
  ---- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Q1   It felt natural for me to control three hands simultaneously.
  Q2   It was easy for me to control the third hand by foot.
  Q3   I got confused with the number of tasks that I had to perform simultaneously.
  Q4   It was physically tiring for me.
  Q5   It was mentally tiring for me.
  Q6   I felt as if the virtual third hand was my own.
  Q7   I felt as if my foot was turning into the third hand.
  Q8   I felt as if my real hands were turning into the 'virtual' hands.

###### Comparative questions for the two different paradigms.

       Questionnaire statements                                   The one with TWO hands   The one with THREE hands   NONE
  ---- --------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ -------------------------- ------
  Q1   In which experiment was it easier to catch the objects?                                                          
  Q2   Which strategy did you prefer for this game?                                                                     
  Q3   Which experiment was mentally more tiring for you?                                                               
  Q4   Which experiment was physically more tiring for you?                                                             
